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Overview

• Introduction
• Key Concepts to Remember for your 

Communication Efforts
• Engaging Decision-Makers



Increase the resilience and sustainability of 
vulnerable communities in Connecticut coastal 

and inland areas to severe storms and the 
growing impacts of climate change on the 
natural, built, and human environment in 
response to critical, identified needs and 

priorities.

CIRCA Mission



Resilient Connecticut
ResilientCT.uconn.edu

Kick-off Webinar 
4/30/19

Sign-up for our 
Resilience Round-

up!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resilient Connecticut is a project to create a regional climate adaptation plan for Fairfield and New Haven Counties through the NDRC program. From Phase II proposal:Focusing community development around resilient TODCreating corridors resilient to climate changeCreating opportunities for affordable housing and preserving and enhancing the quality of life of existing affordable communitiesDeveloping energy, economic, and social resilienceIncreasing transit connectivityAdapting structures and critical infrastructure in the flood zone to withstand occasional flooding, andProtecting communities through healthy buffering ecosystems, where critical services, infrastructure, and transport hubs are located on safer, higher ground, and where strong connections exist between the two.Regional resilience plans will be defined by the patterns imposed by CT’s geology and the transportation network geography, cross municipal borders.Mapping vulnerabilities at the watershed and regional scale.Encouraging a regional dialogue and planning process to address critical infrastructure vulnerabilities that transcend political boundaries, solutions that capture benefits that are distributed across political boundaries.



Fundamental Points for 
Climate Resilience 

Engagement 



Photo credit: Ryan Hanrahan – Sleeping Giant State Park – May 2018 Event

Mitigation + Adaptation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resiliency and Adaptation are incredibly important in the climate discussion



Recognize your “Authority”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Likely that you are not climate scientists – however, you ARE naturalists, landscape ecologists, GIS managers, fundraisers. You know your local landscape in a way completely different than other organizations. You have something important to say Land trusts are important partners in both mitigating and adapting to climate changePhoto from: https://www.kennebecestuary.org/climate-change-1



Engage in the 
Adaptation 
Community 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of climate adaptation effofrts currently undeway in our state. I mentioned the Resilient Connecticut project at the beginning. We hope that you’ll be able to engage with that project as narrow down our vulnerability study in Fairfield & New Haven counties. There’s also the Governor’s Council on Climate Change which has been mentioned today. And although it’s not new, the usual planning efforts undertaken by municipalities and councils of governments are excellent interjection points for climate adaptation strategies. 



Engaging with Decision-makers:
Message & Methods



Why does it matter? 

Communication is critical for:
• Funding support 
• Regulatory approval
• Protecting your holdings
• Sharing Technical Knowledge



Think Outside of the “Usual” Suspects

Other Decision-makers & Potential Partners: 
– Health Departments & Foundations
– Universities (UConn – CIRCA)
– Planning & Zoning 
– Councils of Governments 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
From COMPASS  Science  Communication,  Inc.  (2017).  The  Message  Box Workbook. https://www.COMPASSscicomm.org/



Talking Points for Decision-makers

• Location, location, location
• Costs and Return on Investment
• Timeline
• Safety 
• Public Perception 
• Co-benefits



Methods – Maps, Plans, and People 

1. Wherever possible: Show, Don’t Just Tell

2. Anticipate Decision-makers’ Needs

3. Engage Early & Often 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resilient CT working on Vulnerability Maps that you will be able to use with your land trust holdings. That plus the TNC Resilient Landscape maps can help communicate areas of greatest vulnerability and resiliency to determine acquisitions. 



Maps



Plans & Stewardship Policies
• Incorporate Climate Change into 

your Management Plans 
• Review holdings for vulnerability 

especially for pests, flooding, and 
SLR 

• Agricultural Policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PlansIncorporate resiliency (slowly or quickly) into your stewardship practices and celebrate them! Booklets featuring how your land trust is pereparing for climate change with actions at specific parcelsShare your agricultural management policy



Plans & Stewardship Efforts
• Incorporate Climate Change 

into your Management Plans 
• Review holdings for 

vulnerability especially for 
pests, flooding, and SLR 

• Agricultural Policies

Celebrate & Share with 
Community 

Foundations, CT DEEP, 
Local Commissions, etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PlansIncorporate resiliency (slowly or quickly) into your stewardship practices and celebrate them! Booklets featuring how your land trust is pereparing for climate change with actions at specific parcelsShare your agricultural management policyPeopleEmpower board members to talk about climate change and to represent your organization on the topicRight photo: https://cwi.edu/news/news-room/town-hall-meeting-success



Empower your Team 

Encourage your Board 
members and Staff to pursue 
climate-related stewardship 
projects, attend meetings, 
prepare outreach events, 

and apply for grants. 

Some “need” permission to 
start. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PeopleEmpower board members to talk about climate change and to represent your organization on the topicRight photo: https://cwi.edu/news/news-room/town-hall-meeting-success



THANK YOU!
Joanna Wozniak-Brown, PhD

joanna.wozniak-brown@uconn.edu

Website: 
resilientconnecticut.uconn.edu

SIGN UP 
for the 

RESILIENT ROUND-UP
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